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. 4 This too reflected the concerns of contemporary historians, as their political leaders searched for solutions to Germany's fractured state. In a period of German history defined by the fragmentation of the nation, consideration of how and why the Hansa brought the German people together set the tone of its historiography.
Hanseatic scholarship gained a new breath of life with the unification of Germany in 1871, but the change in the political atmosphere of Germany brought with it a major shift in the historiography. The new image of the Hansa was, not unlike the new German Empire, "an emphatically German, hierarchically organized town league." 5 Walther Stein, a German historian from this period, considered the Hansa inextricably linked with German law and language, and others identified it as a key to the continuous development of German national history. 6 In a period of new German unity, the Hansa came to be seen as of unity during the Holy Roman Empire's gradual dissolution. This narrative of the German Hansa also pitted its merchant members against the commercial interests of other nations; in the words of Ernst Daenell, the laws of the Hansa aimed "to assist the Hanseatic people in outstripping foreigners." 7 The few English Hanseatic scholars of this period followed this nationalist model as well; Ian Colvin argued that the Hansa operated under the protection of the Holy Roman Empire, while E. G.
Nash portrayed Hanseatic activity in London as a struggle between English and German commercial interests. 8 In this way, contemporary international competition began to bleed into the historical study of the Hansa, casting it as a tool of German national ambition in medieval and early modern Europe. Given the contentious and nationalistic struggle between states that consumed Europe scant years later, it is perhaps unsurprising that historians looked for similar trends in the past, but in the case of Hanseatic institutions this resulted in a historiographical paradigm obsessed with nationalistic issues.
A telltale sign of the link between early Hanseatic studies and the German imperial identity is the emphasis historians from this period place on maritime power politics. Interest in the Hanseatic merchant marine arose around the turn of the century, as Kaiser Wilhelm II became convinced that Germany needed to become a naval power to be successful in the contemporary European power struggle. 9 Daenell, among others, took up the historical narrative of a naval Germany, arguing that the essential purpose of the Hansa was the pursuit of "a common commercial and maritime policy abroad" and that in doing so the Hansa "supplied the dismembered German Empire with a sea-power." 10 Likewise, Colvin emphasized the importance of Hanseatic naval supremacy in maintaining their commercial hold on the Baltic. 11 In a period which saw the navy become increasingly important to German foreign policy, historians looked for similar trends within the development of the Hansa. And the relationship between contemporary German politics and Hanseatic scholarship did not go only one way; political leaders used the Hansa's medieval domination of the seas in a contemporary context to justify the need for a larger and more powerful German fleet. 12 This adoption of history for the purposes of a contemporary national focus serves to underscore the distorting effect that the German political atmosphere had on the perception of Hanseatic institutions. Clearly, during this short period, the link between policies of the present and the reconstruction of the past stood out very strongly, as the common interest in politics by naval means demonstrates.
The interwar period and the rise of the Nazi Party did not diminish the nationalistic nature of Hanseatic historical research, but it did manage to shift its focus. Fritz Rörig, the leading Hanseatic historian during this time, emphasized two themes in particular: The importance of expansion to prosperity, and the right of the superior to dominate. Rörig argued that the colonization of the east was the defining factor in the establishment of the Hansa, and saw the end of this expansion as its undoing. 13 Furthermore, he described the economic privileges given to Hanseatic merchants by other nations as "the wages for his intercession" in constructing a unified economic unit and "the tribute that he let himself be paid by non-German Northern Europe." 14 This paternalistic perspective on the international role of the Hansa reflected ideas of Germany's rightful place in Europe that were in development at that time. Nazi propagandists built on trends such as these in the construction of ideas like Lebensraum, which ultimately used Hanseatic history to portray the Baltic as naturally German territory. 15 Similar to the prewar period, this appropriation of history for political purposes demonstrates the blurred borders that existed between the present concerns of the nation and attempts to understand past institutions. As Germany adapted to the changing circumstances of Europe following World War
One, ideas of Hanseatic nationalism changed to fit the new world order, but the underlying paradigm continued to influence how historians saw the Hansa as an institution. institutional organization continues to facilitate discussion of how decentralized institutions fit into the constellation of individual political units. Popular historical outlets like History Today are less reticent in drawing direct parallels between the Hansa and the EU, but some degree of academic pushback has emerged in response to this. 23 In the opinion of Justyna WubsMrozewicz, these comparisons can be misleading as they fail to note the greater cultural and social unity of northern Europe during the medieval and early modern periods. 24 While historians continue to see similarities in the political models of the Hansa and the EU, they have become more reticent towards the idea that medieval and early modern Europe matches the current social conditions of the continent. In a trend not dissimilar to popular opinion on the EU today, contemporary scholars are divided on the issue of the Hansa's internationality, underscoring its unifying political structure while questioning its true multiculturalism.
Developing in parallel to the internationalist model of the Hansa, a proto-capitalistic paradigm of its institutions also emerged. Only 6 years after the end of World War Two, John
Gade had already begun to describe the Hansa as a "merchant union" which controlled northern
European trade through economic means. 25 Von Brandt, among others, built on this image of a Hansa of mutual economic interests, as he argued that cooperation only emerged if and when it benefitted the individual member cities. 26 According to this theory, economic forces led German merchants to cooperate, resulting in the creation of social and political institutions driven by mutual economic interest. M. M. Postan wrote even more directly, stating that "the League was little more than a federation which the German towns established among themselves to maintain by political action that place in European trade which they had won for themselves in the course of the economic changes of the preceding epoch." 27 From this perspective, the question of perhaps also shed light on how contemporary situations bias historical study in a wider context. 31 Jahnke, "The City of Lübeck," 51.
